
“Decorate” your holiday social schedule with the fourth annual Gingerbread Stroll, Friday, November 14th 
through Sunday, November 30th at Highland Park Village. Attendees will stroll between 13 Highland Park 
Village merchant’s shops where they can admire and silently bid on ornately decorated gingerbread houses, 
crafted by 12 of Dallas’ premiere pastry chefs. All proceeds from the Gingerbread Stroll will benefit Texas 
Scottish Rite Hospital for Children. For more information visit The Gingerbread Stroll.
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The Gingerbread Stroll

It's that time, for Thyme's Frasier Fir candles! That 
wonderful smell of fresh Christmas trees is delicious. 
It brings back all the memories of holidays past and 
creates new ones each year. Be sure to stop by 
St. Michael's Woman's Exchange and pick up your 
candle today.

St. MicSt. Michael's Woman's Exchange
5 Highland Park Village
Store Director, Barbe Cree
214.521.3862
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Thyme’s Frasier Fir Candles at
St. Michael’s Woman’s Exchange

LAFCO New York’s highly anticipated holiday candles are in store and ready to make your home smell 
fresh and festive this fall. The popular Tree and Berry scented candles are back, with the addition of the new 
fragrance Opal Amaryllis. This enveloping and cheerful fragrance has festive notes of mandarin and frosty 
peppermint that delicately unfold onto a layer of warm, blossoming amaryllis. All are available in the original, 
oversized vessel (90 to 100 hours of burn time) for $60.00 or in the PERFECT for stocking stuffers size 
(25 to 30 hours of burn time) for $32.00.

LAFCO NLAFCO New York
66 Highland Park Village
Store Director, Ashley Merritt
214.522.8880
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Holiday for the Home – from LAFCO New York

Infuse your holidays with Trina Turk’s Winter Luxe Collection, rich with our signature California Modern 
attitude, sprinkled with seasonal sparkle, sultry hues and a bit of the unexpected.  Dazzle with glamorous 
ease at those fancy fêtes and social soirées. Imagine snazzy stripes, popping plaid, and luxurious Lurex lamé. 
Embellished with metallic threads and glittering gemstones, sizzle is no afterthought.  You’ll provide the 
holiday punch, with a little bold, saturated color and fresh, contemporary contrasts—tradition tweaked.  
Mingle with captivating graphics, painterly florals, color-blocking and blurred abstracts. Breeze through the 
holidays with feminine and fholidays with feminine and festive flair, ending your year steeped in style.

Trina Turk
93 Highland Park Village
Boutique Director, Nicki Mehew
972.201.3330
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Trina Turk Holiday Remix

HADLEIGH’S baby is now open upstairs in the 
veranda next to our atelier from November 1st 
through December 26th. 

HADLEIGH’S baby
74 Highland Park Village
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HADLEIGH’S baby –
Now Open

Please join us at the Lela Rose boutique to preview 
the latest designs from the spring 2015 collection, 
including beautiful gowns, feminine dresses, and 
elegant separates.  The collection features a wide 
array of bold colors and combinations that are 
perfect for the spring season.

Lela RoseLela Rose
69 Highland Park Village
Boutique Director, Courtney Wilson
214.599.6283
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Lela Rose Spring 2015
Trunk Show

Through its newest fine jewelry collection, the House 
of Harry Winston presents a fitting tribute to its 
founder, with a series of new designs that explore 
Mr. Winston’s own magical mystique, while 
demonstrating the House’s commitment to his 
pioneering vision in craftsmanship and design.

Entitled SecreEntitled Secrets by Harry Winston, at first glance, 
the collection is an exquisite example of the House’s 
most celebrated designs and techniques presented 
through distinctly different themes. However, behind 
the brilliance of each gleaming gem, there is more 
than meets the eye. Each unique piece contains an 
incredible secret – a true hidden gem, waiting to be 
rrevealed.

Crafted in platinum and set with the world’s finest 
diamonds, Secrets by Harry Winston features 29 
unique designs.

Harry Winston
19 Highland Park Village
Boutique Director, Amy Wendt
214.647.5830214.647.5830
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Secrets by Harry Winston

Small chain monogram Saint Laurent handbag 
in calfskin and silver micro studs.

Shop the SAINT LAURENT boutique 
today for this exclusive handbag.

SAINT LAURENT
28 Highland Park Village
Boutique Director, Megan McDonald
214.780.0184
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SAINT LAURENT

The “Corsita” has a gorgeous upper divided into two sections, while the corset-like lacing appears unbroken. 
A tantalizing illusion for the eyes, this 120 mm stunner in white pony leopard and black kid leather will attract 
fans wherever she goes. 

The “Passage Messenger” is an exquisite new handbag for the Fall/Winter season. The “Passage” is guaranteed 
to make a bold first impression. This irresistible white pony leopard version will have all of the ladies talking. 

Call or stop by the Dallas boutique today. Please email us at dallas.txboutique@christianlouboutin.fr.

Christian LouboutinChristian Louboutin
27 Highland Park Village
Boutique Director, Jennifer Hudson
214.780.0833
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Christian Louboutin Corsita and Passage Messenger

Highland Park Village is pleased to announce that 
goop pop-up will be coming soon. The boutique is a 
fully shoppable space featuring goop’s exclusive 
collaborations, one-of-a-kind finds and new 
discoveries. Look for goop pop-up at 3 Highland 
Park Village from November 17th through 
December 14tDecember 14th. Follow @goop #gooppop for the 
latest events happening in-store.
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Coming Soon:
goop pop
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